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Methods for Correcting Microwave Scattering and
Emission Measurements for Atmospheric Effects
by Mark Kamen
ABSTRACT
Algorithms have been developed to permit correction of scattering coefficient
and brightness temperature for the Skylab S-193 Rodscat for the effects of cloud
attenuation. These algorithms depend upon a measurement of the vertically polarized
excess brightness temperature at 50 0
 incidence angle. This excess temperature is
converted to an equivalent 500 attenuation, which may then be used to estimate the
horizontally polarized excess brightness temperature and reduced scattering coefficient
at 500 . c ^r angles other than 50 0
 the correction also requires use of the variation
of emissivity with salinity and water t. mperature. When theoretical values are used
for this, the effect may be translated to an equivalent 500
 case and the attenuation
estimated.
Use of 500 estimates should be quite satisfactory for the in-track modes of the
5-193, but the more complex (and less reliable) methods based on using theory to obtain
an equivalent 500
 number must be used in the cross-track modes because the some spot
is not viewed at both 50 0 and another angle in these modes.
The removal of atmospheric effects from radiometer and scatterometer measure-
ments has been the focus of this part of the technical study on the RADSCAT. Two
main areas, correction of scattering coefficient for atmospheric effects and brightness
temperature for atmospheric, angle, and surface effects are discussed in this memo-
randum.
It has been shown (Hollinger, 1971) that vertically polarized brightness temp-
erature at 500 incidence angle is insensitive to surface roughness and correspondingly
to windspeed while still being sensitive to changes in the atmosphere. Brightness
temperature at the s-;rface is related to apparent temperature at the satellite altitude,
the difference heir	 ed as excess temperature. If the excess temperature at 500
incidence angle is known, the theory covering the 50 0 incident angle case can be ex-
tended to all incidence angles.
Also to be considered is translating the brightness temperature to a reference
brightness temperature at some standard water temperature and standard incidence angle
so that the radiometric measurements after the removal of the temperature and incident
angle effects reflect only atmospheric and roughness effects. The final result of correct-
ing for atmospheric effects is presented in the form of two user-oriented subroutines, one
which removes the atmospheric effects based on the 50 0 incident angle brightness
temperature insensitivities, and the other which performs the reference temperature/
incidence angle translation.
The purpose of this memorandum is twofold, the first being to remove the effects
of the atmosphere from the radiometer and scatterometer measurements.
it has been shown (Hollinger, 1971) that brightness temperature at 50 0 incident
angle is insensitive to surface roughness and correspondingly to windspeed while still
being sensitive i'o changes in the atmosphere. Brightness temperature at the surface is
related to apparent temperature at the satellite altitude, the difference beirlo defined as
excess temperature. If the excess temperature at 500 incident angle is known, the
theory covering the 500 incident angle case can be extended to all incident angles.
Also to be considered is translating the brightness temperature to a reference
brightness temperature at some standard water temperature and standard incident angle
so that the radiometric measurements reflect the removal of the temperature and incident
angle effects. The final result of correcting for atmospheric effects is presented in the
,z-
t	 •
form of two user-oriented subroutines, one which removes the atmospheric effects based
on the 500 incident angle brightness temperature insensitivities, and the other which
performs the reference temperature/incident angle translation.
2.0 Removing the Effects of the Atmosphere-Derivation of Excess Temperature and
Attenuation
The estimation of the atmospheric effect begins with the calculation of vertical
excess temperature near 50 0
 incidence angle. This excess temperature is calculated by
taking the difference in the apparent temperature measured by Skylab and the surface
brightness temperature as calculated from Fresnel theory. Although Fresnel theory is
only valid for smooth surface conditions at 50 0
 incidence angle and vertical polarization,
the result is independent of windspeed. Given the incident angle, salinity, frequency,
and the surface water temperature, the reflection coefficients for an electromagnetic
wave incident on a smooth sea (zero wind case) can be calculated. The polarized
reflection coefficient Rp(0,Tw), where 0 is the incident angle, Tw is the water temperature,
and p represents the polarization, is expressed as:
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where Fr (Tw) is the complex relative dielectric constant of
,
 sea water at temperature Tw.
Emissivity rp (9, Tw) is related to the Fresnel coefficient by
rThe vertical brightness temperature is expressed as:
`5V 
= Ev Ccd Tw)rT-w 	 (1)
Where Tw is the water temperature at the surface. By definition, the excess temperature
is the difference between the apparent temperature and the brightness temperature.
Terc _ TO-PC ` T5
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where Tapp is the radiometric temperature at the satellite altitude in the antenna
pointing direction and T B is the surface brightness temperature.
An empirical relation between vertical excess temperature and attenuation at 500
incidence angle was derived from soundings taken by a NIMBUS satellite. Further
analysis by the ATRAD* atmospheric radiation package yielded a graph of attenuation
vs. vertical excess temperature (Figure 1). Regression analysis shows the two quantities
related by the equation
of CS'0°) = 0,0f7gX --0-0660S56X 2 f- 0,00000433X3
where X represents the vertical excess temperature in degrees Kelvin and s;(50) the
attenuation in decibels.
ATRAD also yielded a relation between horizontal and vertical excess temperatures
at 500
 incidence angle which (Figure 2) by using a regression analysis, is described by
t ex it = 1.531 v + 0.00147 V z -- 0.00fj0$V 3
where V is the vertical excess temperature and T
exH is the horizontal excess temperature
at 500 incident ar. !e, all in degrees Kelvin.
	
Since the a +	 ation by the atmosphere is now known, the scatterometer measure-
	
ment is correcte	
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Figure 1. Attenuation vs. vertical excess temperature (50 0 incidence angle).
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where 00 is the scatterometer cross section, "< the attenuation, anda c the corrected
scatterometer measurement, all in decibels.
At this point, all the 500
 incidence angle data can be corrected for atmospheric
effects. Knowing the horizontal excess temperature, the horizontal brightness temp-
erature at 500 incidence angle can be obtained from equation (2). The horizontal
emissivity at 500
 can be obtained by solving equation (1) for ^ p(8,Tw) for horizontal
polarization.
The next step is to calculate certain parameters to be used at other incidence
angles.
Attenuation and transmittance are related by the expression
r(e) = i o — e4/1 0
where '1 (19) is the transmittance at some incidence angle and ^^ is the attenuation in
decibels. Transmittance is also a function of incidence onjle (8) and atmospheric
opacity (Zo).
To  sec 6
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Solving for o, which is independent of incidence angle:
TO 
w	 5^'..^^ 
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It is important to examine the actual compon its of the apparent temperature. Figure
3 shows an electromagnetic wave incident on some surface having some brightness
temperature T B .	 TB represents the amount of energy the antenna will see transmitted
through the atmosphere. Tup is the atmospheric contribution T s, (looking up) plus that
part of the cosmic background T  (2.7 0
 Kelvin) transmitted through the atmosphere.
There will be some reflectivity ,: at the surface, so rC Tup represents that part of Tup
which is reflected and transmitted. Finally, there is some contribution TATM fromjust the atmosphere itself. Summing these components, it is seen that
6 J1
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Figure 3. Components of apparent temperature (Tapp)
Substituting ` Tw for TB , 0 -t) for P and (Tsky + r T c ) for Tup, where Tsky ~ TATM'
equation (6) becomes
+
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showing the angular dependence, or
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ospheric temperature is a weighted average of the physicalTA or th n tm 
temperature of the atmosphere as it varie. with altitude and is related to the atmospheric
temperature (TATM) and the transmittance (C) by the followir.g expression (see Appendix
A-2 for a detailed development of TA):
._ T (5^ J
TA is independent of incident angle for a given scan.
As was shown in equation (4) and (5), given the opacity at 50 0 and the incident angle,
the transmittance at any angle can be calculated. Hence, the attenuation at any angle
is given by
F
Now, the scatterometer can be corrected as per equation (3).
Solving for T ATM (@) in equation (9) for any incidence angle, and with TA
constant for a given scan,
TA7 M (e^ TA
Solving for the emissivity at any angle r  (9, T w) in equation (7) knowing the
transmittance, apparent temperature, water temperature, and the atmospheric tem-
perature at any incidence angle,
p ( i )	
rC& ) [ TV4
-TATM (6) --2-7(_(&)I -TATt,4 C^}
Since equations for the brightness temperature and excess temperature have been
defined in equations (1) & (2), the data for incidence angles other than 50 0
 can be
corrected for atmospheric effects.
3.0 Removing the Effects of Water Temperature and Incid-nt Angle Variations
To illustrate variation of brightness temperature with windspeed, and, indeed,
to provide a suitable reference for otter ? ation determination, effects of other
parameters must be accounted for. Skylab data were taken at many water tem pera-
tures and incidence angles; variations in these parameters affect the measured
radiometric brightness temperature. The incidence angles varied by two or three
degrees at each comrnand angle while the sea water temperatures varied by 10 or 15
degrees Kelvin. A nominal sea water temperature of 290 0K and nominal incidence
angles (50.00, 40.00, 30.00, 15.00, and 0.00) for each command angle were chosen
and the brightness temperature which would have been measured at these nominal
conditions was estimated. The estimated brightness temperature for these conditions
is referred to as the reference brightness temperature.
Emissivities for rough surfaces are larger than those for smooth surfaces, but
Fung and Cloassen (11 showed that for a given windspeed and frequency, the emis-
sivities for smooth surfaces and rough surfaces differed by a value which was indepen-
dent of water temperature. Therefore, the change in emissivity in translating from the
surface water temperature to the standard water temperature for a smooth sea will be
identical with that for a roughened sea.
Fresne) th.:-,ry was used to obtain the pol sized emissivities for a smooch sea
as was done previously, fiven frequency, salinity, incidence angle, and surface
water temperature (denoted by the point o, Tw on the Wo=O curve in Figure 4).
The polarized emissivities are then calculated at the given salinity and frequency
but at the standard water temperature of 290 0 Kelvin (denoted by the point (c os, Ts)
on the Wo=O curve in Figure 4). The polarized emissivities corrected for atmospheric
effects (section I) are rior, -,ented by the point (E 2 , Tw) on the W I curve in Figure 4,
where W I is the windspeLJ at the surface cell. Translating to point (Eis' Ts) is done
by noting
a E^. = 6 — Eo = E^ , - C IosW
Fig4 .: 5 shows the emi: 7 vity varying with incidence angle for a given wind-
speed. It is not known at this time exactly what the incidence angle depend nce
is for all windspeeds due to a lack of experimental data. At some points, ine
variation in windspeed caused by variations in incidence angle are significant and
therefore the Wo curv, was used to estimate some first order correction for the data.
This correction for incidence ongl variation is obtained by translating along the
W  curve and assurning thc; this is comparable to *:anslating along the W I curve.
The total change in emissivity is then,
W
Hence,
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Knowing the emissivity at the standard water temperature and the standa. -d
incidence angle, the reference brightness temperature is calculated and the radio -
meter is corrected for variations in water temperature and incidence 	 le.
7	 WS)TWS15 P. 6 fe	 (OS)T	 V
where T	 is the reference brightness temperature and C (e, T ) theBREF
	 p s WS
polarized emissivity at the standard incidence angle ((-^ 
5 
j and the standard water
temperature (T WS)
4.0 Algorithms
This section outlines in flow chart form the algorithms for computing the
attenuation and emissivities at 500
 
incident angle (subroutine ATM50), those at any
other i, --, Jence angle (entry
 point ATM), and the brightness temperature translations
(subrout..:(. TRANSREF). These major routines, and others called internally, are
described and l isted in Appendix A-1 .
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SUBROUTINE TRANSREF
Description and Listing of Subroutines
Fortran IV subroutines and a brief description of how to use them
are listed in this appendix. Each routine is documented internally for more detailed
user information. The equations and formulas shown in the programs are based on
derivations given in the text, with some modifications as to variable names.
MAJOR SUBROUTINES
Subroutine ATM50 A-1.1
This routine computes the polarized emissivities and attenuation for the
50° incidence angle case. Should input variables of incidence angle, water temp-
erature, salinity, or vertical apparent temperature be default, the output
variable will likewise be defaulted since all of these input quantities are necessary
to compute emissivity and attenuation. Vertical emissivity and attenuation are
computed independently of horizontal appc ,-ent temperature, so should horizontal
apparent temperature be default, a default value only for horizontal emissivity
will be returned along with computed values for vertical emissivity and attenuation.
Entry point ATM A-1.2
This entry point in subroutine ATM computes the polarized emissivities and
attenuation for incidence angles other than 50°. The input and out:.ut arguments are
identical with those in subroutine ATM50. The mean atmospheric temperature and
the opacity, which are constant at all incidence angles, are determined in ATM50
and are used here to determine the polarized emissivities and the attenuation.
Subroutine TRANSREF A-1.3
This routine performs the reference brightness temperature translations
discussed in section II. Input quantities of water temperature, salinity, incidence
angle, and standard incidence angle are required to calculate the Fresnel reflection
coefficients and, likewise: the emissivities, for a smooth sea. The values for
frequency and salinity arc specified in a DATA statement. The change in emis -
sivity in translating from the surface water temperature at the actual incidence
angle to the standard water temperature at the standard incidence angle is computed.
Then, by knowing the emissivities for a roughened sea, the standard emissivities and
the refe rence brightness temperature can be computed.
70074 01
	
08-03-75	 16.444
1 SUBROUTINE
	
AT_M5C_l THE TA,TW,TG_PV,T4PH_.S4L,EV,EH9ATTENI__
2 C
_
3 C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE POLARIZED 	 EMISSIVITIES AND
1► 	 _-- C ATTENUATION	 AT	 5C	 CEGRE=S	 INCIDENT	 ANGLE.	 THE	 INCIDENT
• 5 C— 414GLE	 (THETA)	 AND	 WATER	 TEMPERATURE	 (TW)	 A?E CONVERTED
^. 6 C FROM	 DFGR=_S	 TO RADIANS	 AND	 F ROM	 OEG1ZE3 CENTIGRAOE
C_ TO CEGRE=S	 KELVI'1	 INTEKA.ILLY.	 THE	 k0'JTINE	 ALSO	 CHECKS
-8 C THE	 INPUT	 .4RC'JMCNT' FOR CEFAULT	 VALUES.	 SHOULD	 THERE
9 C EXIST	 ANY	 DEFAJLTEJ	 IN PUT	 PAi<4METERS.	 THE	 ROUTINE
•_ 10	 - __—C__ _	 _	 _	 WILL	 RETURN	 CEFAJLT	 VALUES - _FOR	 THE	 CORRESPONDING__
—ll C CUTPLT	 PARAMETERS.
12 C
' 13 C INPUT PARA ` ;*TERS 	
------	 - --- 14-- C	 -- -	 -- -	 THETA = INCIDENT ANGLE (DEG)
Is C TN = WATER TEMPERATURE	 (DEG C) 
16
_C_  TAPV	 =	 VERTICAL	 AP P ARENT	 TEMPERATURE	 (DEG K)_-
17 C TAPH =	 H0 Q lZONTAL	 APPARENT	 TEMPERATURE	 (DEG	 K)
P' 18 C SAL = SALINITY IN PPM
L9
-
C OUTPUT PARAMETERS_
------	
--	 - ---- ----
- 20 C---- - EV = VERTICAL EMISSIVITY
21 C EH	 =	 HORIZONTAL	 EMISSIVITY
--
22 C ATTEN	 =	 ATTENU A TION	 (D81
---
	 —	 -	 ----- -23 -- C INTEONAL	 FAFA4ETERS
24 C I	 =	 A FLAG	 WHICH	 IS	 SET	 TO	 DETERMINE WHETHER	 OR NOT
25 C ALL	 THE OUTPUT	 PARAMETERS	 ARE	 CE F GULTEJ FOR	 THE
26 ---	 - —	 50	 DESRFE CA -,E.	 W IEN	 I = O.	 ALL	 THE 50	 OFGREE CASE
27 C PARAM-7T,:-.S	 ASE	 0-- FAULT--C	 ANC	 THERE	 ISNO	 NEEO	 TO
28 C PERrokM TNF CALCULATTONS 	 AT	 THE	 ENTRY	 POI N T	 ATM._
• 29 C WHE_it	 I=1,	 AL,.	 THE	 OUTPUT	 PAR,METCP•	 VALUES	 FOR	 THE
30 G 57 :EGREE CASE	 ARE	 NOT	 DEFAULT.	 I	 IS RESET	 TO	 1
x 31 C FOR ( • :h	 N =.W SC—IN.
32 ----C - -	 RV.R•4	 =	 POLA;.IZE)	 FRES •IEL	 COEFFICIENTS
	 —	 -	 -
33 C GAMM:.	 =	 TRAUSMITTANCF	 AT	 5C	 DEGREES	 !NCIOE'JT	 ANGLE
34 C GNMA^6 =	 TwGNSMITTAVCE	 AT	 OTHER	 INCIDENCF ANGLES
35 C
_
% 3A?V,T43!-l" = POLARIZEu MEAN	 ATMOSPHERIC
	
TEMP.
36 C TVAT,THAT	 =	 POLARIZED ATMOSFHERIC	 TEMPERATURES
37 C T = ATMOSPHERIC OPACITY
38 C
39 COMPLEX	 RV,RH
4C
-- --
DATA ',EFLT/0377777777777/
	
----	 ----~.-----	 -- --•.'-- 41 CATA	 FREC,I/13.9.1/
42 IF( THETA . EQ. LEFLT.OK.TW.EO.DEFLT.OR.TAPV. EQ. OEFLT.OR.SAL.EO.OEFLTI
—
43 1GO	 TO 2C
44 C CONVERT INCIDENT	 ANGLE	 IN	 DEG	 10 RADIANS
45 A,JGRA C= THETA/57. 3
46 C_ _	 CONVERT WATER	 TEMFERATURE ?N DEG C	 TO DEG K
47 TWK=Tw+2730it!
48 C CALCULATE_	 THE	 VERTICAL	 EMISSIVITY	 FOR
49 C - THE ZERO	 WIYO
	
CASE
- --
_
50 - CALL DIECC(F4Eq,TWK9SALI 	
—
' 51 CALL	 FPFSh:L(GNGRAD,RV,RH)
' 52 RVM2=PV•CONJG(PVI
c-
M
^	 y
S'
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• _ 53	 EV=_19-RVM2__
•^	 54	 C	 CALCULATE VERTICAL BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
•^; i 	55	 TPV=EV•TWK
56	 C 	 _ 	 _. CALCULATE VZRT:CAL EXCESS T EMPERATURE	 _ —	 __-
•	 57	 TVEXzTAPV-TBV
58	 CALL ITTEt,V(TVEX,THETA,SA,(MA.ATTEN,T)
_	 59 —_	 CALL TATM (TVEX,GZMMA,TWK,TdoV,TV.T,TABARVI
I ' 60 IF (%PH.EO.';EFLT)	 GO	 TO	 10
• 61 CALL	 HEXCESS(TVEX,THExi
—62   CALCULATE MORIZoNTAL BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
63
—
TSHuTtPM-THEX
64 C CALCULATE	 HORIZONTAL	 EMMISIVITY
'	 65 _ E ►l=TBH/TWK
^+1— 66 CALL TATM	 (THEXrGAMMRrTNKrTAPHrTHATrTABARH)
'• 67 GO	 TO	 30
68 _	 _10 EH=OEFLT	
--	 -----	 -	 —	 -------.•h—_...69 GO	 TO	 30
^, 7L 20 EV=DEFLT
r• 71 _ Eti=DEFLT	
---	 ---72 ATTEN=D.--FLT
73 I=0
74 30.. RE TURN	
-	 —	 - --
75 ENTRY ATM (THETA ,TW,TAPV,TAPh,EV,EM,ATTEN)
® -', 76 C THIS =NT c Y	 POINT CALCULATES	 THE	 POLARIZED
" LMISSIVIT:_S	 4 1 4^	 THE	 ATTENUCTIot,-	 FOR	 INCIDENT
V 7a C ANGL=S OTHER THAN 5C	 D=GREZS.	 THE	 MAIN	 ROUTINE
v 79 C 1S	 CAL-EC	 O'ICc	 T^	 J = TE R:1I1•E	 THE	 POLARIZED	 liEAN
80 C —_ _ —,_--	 4TMOSP-IE;^IC	 T= MP:64TURE	 (TA?a?V	 A»3	 TA94RH1	 A:iD	 THE _____-_
`• 81 C ATMOSPm:;13	 O P -C.TY	 (T1	 FOR	 T`+ -	 50	 OZGREE CASE	 ANO
^ . 1 82 C S:,Oc:	 ThES=	 ARE	 CO'+STAYT	 AT	 ALL	 OTHER
V 83 C —  _—_—	 ?NC:D7NCE ANGLES•	 TH= EM:SSIVITI_S ANC	 ATTENUATION
84 C MAY	 3E CETK:(MINED	 FOR	 ANY	 lfi;13E.'IT	 ANGLE.
4 ' 85 C86 :F(I.FO.0.0;.T4ETA.EO.D_FLT)_ GO _T0_70
87 4NGPGD=THETA/57.3
88 SECA14G=1./COS(:,t+GRAD1
__— 89 ^,
__CALCULATE	 THE	 TRANSMITTANC-	 ANO ATTENUATIONI
90 G:.MfN(-=:r)(P(- SEC04G*T1
91 ATTEN=-1
	
.'ALO:,IU(G.M.NG)
92	 -_— IF(TAPV.EO.)EFLT.OR.TW ._O.CcFLT)	 GO	 TO	 40
93 TWK=TW.273.18
94 CELL	 FPS	 (TAEARV,TAPV,G'MANG,TNKvEV)
95 GO	 TO 5.
96 4C Ev=[)EFLT
97 5C IF(TAPH.EQ.DEFLT.JR.TW.:O.DEFLT)	 GO TO 60
_ 98 TNK=Ta+273.18	 _	 ---	 -----------------
99 CALL	 PS	 (TAEARM,TAPH,G4MA4G,TwK,EHI
100 GO	 TO	 AL
101 5L EH=DEFLT
102	 GO TO 80	 -^--	 -	 -- —•---•	 --- ^- —+^ -
r	 103	 70 EV=DEFLT
'	 104- --- -EM=DEFLT	
- ---- --- ----`^^-
	 --- --
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1	 SUBROUTINE TRANSREFITW*SAL•THETA.STOANG•EV,EH,TBVREF.TBMP•EFI
3	 C	 THIS ROUTINE GORPECTS TmE RA-10M=TER H-ASUREMENTS
4 C 	 2Y T?ANSLATING ThE PRIGHTNESS TE y CERATU?c TO A-	 _	 r
•	 5	 C—	
___ 
AEFE : E!IC= 3P:GmLdECS TEMP-' .ZATU4E 2AS:D ON 297 DEGREE
+	 6	 C	 KELVIN W4TEF, T_MPE;ATURE AND THE STANDARD ANGLE
+	 7	 C	 SPECIFIED.	
-- —
	
-- -	
--- -	 -	 -	 —
e c
+ 9 C INPUT FARAMETERS
'_.-- 10 C -- - -	 TW = WATER	 T_,M P C 4 ATUFE_ (DEG _Cl 	 _	 --
11 I•. SAL	 =	 SALINITY	 IN PPM
12 C THETA	 =	 I t1.:JE!IT	 ANGLE	 (DEG)
' 13 -- c STOLNG	 = STC,J 47 ANGLE	 (DEG)	
-	 --	 - --i' 14 C- --	 --- -	 EV = VERTIC A L	 EMISSIVITY
15 C EM	 =	 HOR:ZONTAL EMISSIVITY
16 _c OUTPUT PARAMETERS
' 17 C TBVP._F	 n 	 VERTICAL. REFERENCE	 TEMP= RATURE	 (DEG	 K1
18 C TBMR=F	 =	 MO =::ZLNTAL REFERENCE	 TEMPEPATUR:	 (DEG	 KI
' 19 C
20	 DATA FP,EO.TS/13.9.290*1
+	 21	 DATA Di FLT/0377777777777/
+	 22	 COMPLEX AV.RH
23	 --	 IF(EV.E9.DEFLT.AtI'1._h.EO.'JEFLTI 60 TO 100	 - -- ------- -----
+,	 24	 IF(TW.EO.2EFLT.Ok.SAL.E0.7EFLT.Oi?.THETA.cQ.OEFLT.OR.STOAtIG.EO.OEFL
25	 1T) GO TO iCC
26	 C	 CONVE--T INCIDENT ANGLE IN DEG TO RADIALS
27	 AIIGRA"=THETA/^7.3
28	 C	 CO!rVEPT STANuAFC INCICENT ANGLE
29	 C --	 -	 -	 --	 IN DLG<EES TO RACIANS 	 --- - -!
+	 3C	 SAR=STDANG/57.3
31 C311VERT WATER	 TEMPERATURE	 IN	 DEG	 C	 TO DEG	 K
32
_
TWK=TW+273.18
-..---	 --
33 C CALCULATE	 TiE	 FRES'IEL	 CO_F:ICI=NTS	 AND
34 C  Tr1=	 CMISS:VITIES	 AT	 Tr:	 CELL	 WATER_
35 C
_
TEMP_:ATURE	 AND	 TnE	 ACTUAL	 INCIDENT	 qt+G LE
36 CALL	 nr=C0(FPEQ.TAKs^AL)
37
--
CALL	 F%cSt.EL(ANGPA39RV.RHI_
38 RVM2==V•CCNJGIRVI
39 R-IM2=;H•CCNJGIRHI
4C EPSLV=1.-FVM2
41 EPSLH=1.-PHM2
42	 C	 CALCULATE T y E F RES'IEL COEF F ICIENTS AND
43	 C 
	
THE Fr_SC:VITIES AT Th_ ST4!104^eD WATER
44	 C	 TEMPERATURE (29L DEG KELVIN) AND T4E
45	 C	 STANCAKD INCiO - NT ANGLE
46	 _	 CALL 2IECO(FPE09 TS,SAL) —N
47 CGLL	 F^ESr.EL(SAR.RV.^hI
48 RVMG2	 V•COhJGIRVI
-	
49,- RH M G2 = i H•CO'IJG(RHI
-	 ----	 --	 -
50 EFSLt,V=1. -PVMG2
51 EPSLNr-=1 . -i,HMG2
+	 _	 52	 -_ C 	 _ 	 CALCULATE THE CHANGE IN EMISSIVITY BETWEEN
u—
u
N
/M
J	 7OZ74 G1 OS-G 3-75 160447 T=
• 53 - C THE STANDARD AND CELL wATER_TEMPERATURES
-- -- --	 -5a DFLEV=EPS^WV-EkSLV
55 DeLEH=FPSLNH-EPSLH
56 C	 _ TRANSLATE
	 TO	 THE	 R r_FEREt4CE WA	 c	 TEMP
57 IF(EV.EO.EEFLTI	 GO TO 53
5e ESV=EV+DELEV
59
---- -
TSVAEF=TS•ESV
60 GO	 TO 60 -	 ---	 -----
61 5f T3VREF=DEFLT
62 60
-`
IF UH.EQ.DEFLTI_ - GO TO SO
63 ESH=Er+DELEH
'i 64 T3HREF=TS•ESH
' 65 _ GO	 TO 2C 0
6E !I T6HREF=DEFL1— —	
_	
---	 ----
67 GO	 TO 200
6E
—_100 T3VREF=OEFLT
---	
--	 ----	 -
' 69 T6HGEF=)EFLT
70 2„0 RETURR
' 71 CNIO_
	 - _	 _	 _ _
"••• w 1470 EOUALITY OR NCN-EQUALITY COMPAP.ISCN MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL IN LOGICAL IF
	
fxPRESSIONS
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ROUTINES CALLED BY THE MAJOR ROUTINES
Subroutine ATTENV A-1.4
This routine which is called by ATM50 takes the 50 0
 vertical excess tem-
perature c d returns the attenuation and the transmittance. The incidence angle
is then used in conjunction with the transmittance to obtain the atmospheric
opacity.
Subroutine HEXCESS A-1.5
This routine, which is called at the entry point ATM, takes the 500
vertical excess temperature and returns the horizontal excess temperature.
Subroutine TATM A-1.6
This routin , which is called at the entry point ATM, takes the input
quantities excess tc-np:-ratui-e, transmittance, water temperature, and apparel,
temperature, calct l ate: the emissivity and atmospheric temperature and returns
a value for the mean atmospheric temperature for any incident, angle.
Subruutine BPS A-1 .7
This routine, which is c 'led at the entry point AIM, caiculates the
emissivity at city incidence angle given the mean atmos p heric temperature,
the apparent temperature, the transmittance, and the surface water temperature.
Subroutine FRESNEL A-1 .8
This routine, called by both ATM50 and TRANSREI , computes the Fresne)
reflection coefficients for sea water given the incidence angle. This routine
must be initialized by calling entry point DIECO which computes the dielectric
constant for sea water, given the frequency, water temperature, and salinity.
^q
'MMMffiMWT-v:	 -Ar^
J*1 is
I
J	
7U07 4 C1 08 -L3-75 16.469 Li P.
• 1 SUBROUTINE	 ATTL',V	 (TV"X5„ 9 THETA .(,Amc.o	 ATTV•,7.T1
^— 2
_ _
C TH : S	 KOUTINF.	 CALCULATES	 T4 E	ATT0 U4T:0 14,TRAN;MITTANCE.
• .j^ J 0 AND OPACITY A T S. LEG O US	 ZNMI ENT ANGLE.
•' 5^ C INPUT PARAMETERS
t o 	 ' 6 C TVEX50	 =	 VFrTICAL	 EXCESS	 TLMRFRATUIE
' 7 C_ AT	 50	 D_GRE : S	 INCIDENT	 ANGLE	 (DEG K)
--
	 -
• !
_---
C
--
THETA	 n 	 INCIDE:.T ANGLE	 (DEG)
;•	 ' 9 C OUTPUT	 PAFA..iETERS
• 10 C--__ __	 GAMS0	 =	 TRANSM:TTANCi:	 AT	 SC	 0 E G F E E S
11 C i.TTN51	 =	 „TTENU-TI01+	 AT	 56	 DEGREES	 (781
^ ► 12 C T	 =	 ATMOSPrE^IC	 JPACITY
--
13 C --	 -- ----- - ------------- -- -	 ---- -
14
---
XnTVEX50
!P	 r • 15 ATTNS:=:.^17950335*X-C*00005559*X**2009000004731*XO*3
16
--
GLM56=1L.••1--TTNi0/1C.•^
-
j', 17 Rr D=TH: TA/57.3
18 SFC=1./C01S(PA01
_ 19 T= -(1-LOG(r,4M5C) ► /1EC
20 RLTUR^
21 E140
•fin
r ► r
i
,1Y
tl
r '
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.l
M
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{	 70074 Cl	 08-0 3-75
	 16.459
	
LABEL
_ 1
	
1	 SUBPOUTINE 4FXCESSIV9M1
	
2	 C	 T4IS R,OUTI14 CALCULA TES TOE MORIZONTAI EXCESS TEMPENATURE
	
J	 C	 AS A FUNCTION. OF V_PTICLL LXCESS TEPIPERATURE.
	
S	 C	 INPUT PARAMETER
	
6	 C	 V - VERTICAL EXCESS TEMPERATUR r (DEG KI
_.	 7	 C ,^ i.;JTPUT PARAMETEI,
	
9	 C	 ..,	 N = 40RIZONT-L EXCESS TEMPERATUk r- (DEG KI
t , '^	 !	 C
• `— __ _ -10- - _	 H=1.531:2•V#.004^7^y!'2-.90u^s!v!!3 	_ -- ,---	 --
	
11	 RETURN
^{ '{	 12	 ENO
^1	 I
^^Irl
i
,I
.r
I
r
IInI
	 -
Y^,
Hr^—
Y
70074 C1
	
08-03-75
	 16.464	 L=:_.l
• 1 ___S_U_BROU_T__IN: TATM(T-'XSC.GAMMA.TWK.TAPP.TATM50.TK1
'	 i 2 C THIS	 ROUTINE	 C;LCULATES	 THE	 POLARIZEJ	 ATMOSPHERIC
(. 3 C TEMPERATURE	 :.T	 50	 :EGRESS ANC	 ME:.N	 ATMOS PHERIC TEMP.
•^ 5 C INPUT PARAMETERS
I
• 6 C TEX5j	 =	 EXCE;S	 TEMPERATURE	 FOR	 50
• 7 C _ _ _	 _ 	 CE;?_cS	 INCIDENT	 ANGLE	 (DEG	 K)
t S C GAMMA	 o	 TRLtiStl:TTdNCE	 IT	 5,	 DEGREES	 INCIDENT	 ANGL
•^ 9 C TWK	 =	 NAT=,2	 TEMF_RATU=E
	
(CEG	 K)
I 1.0 C _	 TAPP = POLARIZED APPARENT	 TE4PERATURE __( OEG K)
11 C OUTPUT PARAMETERS
I	 t^ 12 C TATMiO = P%1 R:ZED ATMOSPHERIC 	 T?MPE O ATUPE	 (DEG K)
f t 13 C TK	 =	 POLGRIZ = D	 117-AN	 : TMOSrf E-2.0	 TEMPERATURE____—
14 c
(i^ •I 15 E50=(T4PP-TEX50)/TWK
' 16 --- —A=TEX5C-
	 ---------	 —	 -
4
"^ 17 B=f.AMMA
l	 I	 r 'i 18 C=E SO
-19	
- --
—D=TWK - - -
	 -	 -	 ----	 --	 —20 T:TM50=(A-(5-1.)•C*0-2.7•B•B•(1.-C))/(S•(1.-C)+1.1'
21 TK=TATt'50/(1.-GAMHA)
22
-- --- - -
-RETURN
	
-- ---
	
-- - ------ ---
	 - -	 -	 --	 -----
I 23 END
1.
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-^	 70074	 ul 08-03-T5 16.453	 LABEL
i
1
2 C
SUBROUTINE
	
EPS(TK.TAPP,GAmArG,TNK.EI	 _
THIS ROUTINE
	
CALCULATES THE	 POLA Q IZED E M ISSIVIT Y AT A
3 C GIVEN	 INCICENT	 411GLE OTnER	 THAN 50	 DEGREES.
`
4- ----	 --	 - -----	 ---	 -	 - -
5
-
C INPUT PARAMETERS
^
i
6 C TK	 =	 POL%RIZED	 MEAN ATMOSPHERIC	 TEMPERATLP,E
7 C  TAPP	 =	 PGL-RiZ-- 0 AP o ;.RENT_	 TE`1PERATURr	 )DEG_ K_) _
a C GAMANG	 =	 T4414S`1:TTANCE
l ^; 9 C TWK	 =	 WATER	 TE yP =RATU,RE	 (DEG	 K)
^• 1G C_-__ OUT % T P_A-RAMETER
11 C E = POLARIZED EMISSIVITY
^ 12 C
--
13
---
TATM=TK+
-
(1.-GAMANG)
—	 - -	 --^^ - 14—
4=TAPP
I 15 oz GAMANG
16 C=TATM
17 0
18 E=(A-C'(B+1.)-2.7'8.8)/(d•(D-C-2.T^B)-C)
i+ 19-- - -RETURN--	 ---	 — — -	 -	 -
20 END
l	 ^,
6
x
u
q
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u
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a^ 	 I	 I
-^ 70 074	 01 08-63-75 16.475
1 _ _ SUPRCUTINF	 FRtSNEL(Tt,:Tn,RV,RM)
- 2 C THIS	 POUTINE	 COMPUTES	 THE	 CLASSICAL
3 C FRES)EL	 uc"FLFCT:LN COEFFICIENTS	 FOR	 SEA WATER.
(' 4 c SL'C?JUT:'(-	 MUST	 BE	 INITIALIZED	 BY
• 5 C CALLING	 THE	 S_CONOLkY	 Ei4TRY	 ROUTINE	 JIECO.
' 6 C THE	 COMPLEX	 PE R MITTIVITY	 IS	 COMPUTED	 3Y	 OIECO.
_7 C	 -- _	 ON-E	 HIV:NG	 C'OM P UT:O	 THE P'RMITTIV:TY	 F OR	 A	 P ARTICULARc^
S C
_ __
FREUULNi,Y(FREQ),	 W:T EE R	 TEMF:PATU2E(TEMP),	 ANC
9 C SALINITY(SAL),	 F-^cSN_L	 MAY	 BF	 CALLEC
	
REPEATEDLY
10_ . C__ ____ __FOR__DIFFE4ENT AYGLES(Tr(ETA)_^
11 C
12 C INPUT PARAMETERS
_ 13
__ c
FRFQ =	 F=EQU-NOY	 IN G4Z
14  TEMP =	 TEM P ERATURE(JEG
	 K)
• 15 C SAL	 = SALINITY	 IN PPM
_16___C __ ___ THETA _= _IN ^,I0E . NT_
 
ANGLE _IRADIANSI
17 C OUTPUT PARAMETERS
• 18 C kV	 = VERT.	 PJL.	 FRESNEL	 COEFF.	 (COMPLEX)
= MART.	 POI,.	 FRESNEL
-
 COEFF._(COMPLEX)
20 DIMENSIC''	 E(21
q 21 EQUIVLE!.C E
	(E(1),ESP) 
22 COMPLEX -SP,CO:T,SO,RVtRM__
23 OATH	 FT-D/?.C31^15"?ES/
q 24 COST=CMFLX(COS(T1ETA),).ii
--- 25 SQ=CSO-7 (-3 P -C M PLX(SiN(Tti=TI)**2,0.0))
26
_.	 -----.-__--	 - -
RV=(ESP*rOST-S0)/(_SP*CO5T+SQ)
27 RM=(COST-$Q)/(COST+SO)
RETUcoN	
-	 ---	 -29 -- --ENTRY	 DIECO(F-.EQ,TEMF,SAL)
30 C •TH'S	 Et,T ?Y 	 PCINT	 CC MP UTLS	 THE	 DIELECTRIC CoNSTANT
31 C -	 __	 FOR	 SEA	 wATEP.	 ALGO	 B A SE)	 ON	 P OkTt_R • S	 WOPK	 (1971).
32 C (SEE	 S.T.	 WU AND	 A.K.	 FJNG'S	 FEPORT	 NASA	 CR 2329).
33 C
34__ C	 __ CONvEr?T_SALINITY	 TO NORMALITY	 (SEE
	
STOG,RYN	 IEEE_
35 C t'TT	 AUG.	 1971)
36 S	 = SAL
' - 37-_-__---_ S = ((4.0536-G9 • 5+1.205F - 75) -*S+1.707E- 02)*S___ 	 _---	 —
30 T=TE4F-273.18
39 C NORP-4LIZED	 WAVELENGTH
40 R1=(((.OC147*T-0.11)*T+3.3c+(O.C173*T-C-.52)*S)*FREQ/30.0
41 C
42 R2=(P1)**1.96
43_ R1 =RI**.98 - - _ 	 -	 —
44 E(2)=83.C-15.30S-0.363+T
45 0=1.'•+2.:*R1*P:0+22
46__-- E(l)=4.8+E(2)•(1.0+RI*PI0)/D	 -l---_--
47 SIG=(C.12`T+5.G)*S+C.04*T
48 6(2)=19.E*S:G/FR:Q+F(2)*R1/D
49--- _RETUDN--- __	 -
50 END
Lt'
350
36C
370
38C
390
4CC
41:
420
43C
_ 44 f,
1660
47:
48C
49C
5C:
51-
52^,
53 '-
541
55^-
5EZ
57C
58:
59^
6CO
610
62C
63
64:
65'
65.
67'
68:
69:
76:
71
7:
7 >
75-
75.
77-
75
7
8.
el
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
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APPENDIX A-2
Derivation of the Mean Atmo7oheric Temperature
T S K1' is defined as	 atmospheric contribution to apparent temperature
looking up throunh the atmospher.. TSKY can be represented as the integral
if the physical temperatures,
	 z
Cry	 - S e c t So ^(C L ^^^ 7
SKI;
U	 ,'
r
T (z) is the physical temperature at altitude
	
z	 the attenuation and
g'S^'`^5^^^2^'=^the transmittance with T^ s (y')d^^	 being the
atmospheric opacity. Then,
	
u
Now, TSKY is expressed as
Define
	
^A ( H) as	 _„C
To
Fi
o e
Using this value with the equc' ion for TSKY
7". _ -C 5 ^: c C-3r
Integrating,
^	 ^c^ C^^	 L - •".	 J	 ^ A l.
A
.. d
Sample colculatiors from ATRAD show TA to Inc virtually independent of
3o
r
is ..
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